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Full Moon in Virgo ~ 3rd March 2023

Full Moon in Virgo
Virgo is an earth sign, its ruling planet is Mercury and it represents communication and the intellect. 
Virgo’s Key Phrase is “I analyse.” The Virgo spirit is altruistic, envisioning a better world. However, how 
can we as humans create a better world when we are ourselves flawed?  

This Full Moon in Virgo (7/3/23 11:40pm) gives us a window of opportunity where we can create new 
ways of thinking and being. We are given the opportunity to look at ourselves and others for at the heart 
of everything we are one, we are human beings, we are above all else spirit.

Humanity is asleep, and we live in a culture that is out of balance with life and its elemental powers. 
Many of us know now what the price will be for the excesses of our current lifestyles. And that too is in 
keeping with cosmic law.

Tonight, we will be connecting to the great God Thoth and resonating to the higher vibration of 8, the 
symbol of infinity. We will use this high level energy to create new ways of being for our self and to help 
us move beyond the limitations of duality and separation.

Thoth

Thoth was the god of the moon, sacred texts, mathematics, the sciences, magic, messenger and 
recorder of the deities, master of knowledge, and patron of scribes. His Egyptian name was Djehuty, 
which means “He who is like the Ibis.” He was depicted as an ibis bird or a baboon.
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Thoth was/is the god of proportion, equilibrium and balance who was associated closely with the 
principle of Ma’at. If we examine the mythology, Thoth became Hermes who was reborn as Mercury.

According to one story, Thoth was born from the lips of Ra at the beginning of creation and was known 
as the “god without a mother.” In another story, Thoth is self-created at the beginning of time and, as an 
ibis, lays the cosmic egg that holds all of creation. He was always closely associated with Ra and the 
concept of divine order and justice.

Thoth was credited with creating the art of writing, inventing the calendar, and controlling space and 
time. Since he was the god of the moon, he had celestial functions and replaced the sun god, Ra, in the 
sky at night.

Thoth helped the funerary deities as a messenger and bookkeeper for them. He was responsible for 
recording the verdict of the heart-weighing ceremony that determined if the person was able to continue 
to the Afterlife. If the person’s heart (spirit) balanced with Ma’at’s Feather of Truth, they passed. 
However, if the heart was heavier than the feather then the person did not pass. Thoth always provided 
guidance for the deities and regulated common everyday complaints and created new laws. Thoth 
suggested that if a problem couldn’t be solved, then a group should get together as an assembly and 
discuss it.

Ritual
By the Power of the Dragons may this circle be blessed, cleansed and sanctified.

Opening the Quarters  

East
Spirit of the rising sun
We draw on your powers
For new beginnings, for a fresh approach, for optimism and inspiration
Hail and welcome

North 
Spirit of the midday sun  
We draw on your powers 
Your pure life force to spur ourselves on for illumination  
Hail and welcome
 

West 
Spirit of the setting sun  
We draw on your powers 
Of gentle abundance that consoles, heals and harmonises 
Hail and welcome

South 
Spirit of the midnight sun  
We draw on your powers 
Of deep inner wisdom, secrets and connection to nature  
Hail and welcome
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Thoth Invocation

I invoke Tahuti, the Lord of Wisdom and of Utterance; the god that cometh forth from the veil. 
Oh thou, majesty of the godhead, wisdom-crowned Tahuti, Lord of the gates of the universe. 
Thee I invoke. 
Oh thou of the ibis head. 
Thee I invoke.
Thou who wieldest the wand of double power. 
Thee I invoke.
Thou who bearest in thy left hand the rose and cross of light and life. 
Thee I invoke. 
Come thou forth, and aid and guard us in this work of art. 
So mote it be. 

Ritual Intent 
To tap into Thoth’s high level 8 energy to create new ways of being for our self and to help us move 
beyond the limitations of duality and separation and to create new beginning in alignment with our higher 
purpose.

Meditation  & Discussion
Thoth Meditation

Visualise you are staring up at a dark blue sky, you notice how perfect the moon looks. As you look at 
the moon you notice that the clouds are forming a circle around the moon, highlighting a perfect silver 
centre and forming an incredible halo effect. You  keep on looking at the centre and you notice a gradual 
change in colour from the silver to a deep indigo.  You are transfixed looking at the indigo colour at the 
same time feeling a tingly feeling in your third eye as it gradually opens.

Suddenly you see a column of light descends from the core of the indigo colour. It immerses you in a 
spectrum of light. The light is the highest vibration, pure, powerful & beautiful. The light is alive with 
Divine light. You notice a being within the light it also moves as a wave of light, undulating, vibrating, 
energy flowing down its body connecting directly to you. As it becomes clearer you notice this being is 
the God Thoth in his sacred Ibis form. Feel his presence and the positive effect he has on you. Thoth 
gives you his sacred quill and parchment so you can write down goals for your new creation. With each 
word written you are recreating yourself. 

Thoth’s light forms an infinity symbol above you as you absorb this light into your aura. You feel the 
cosmic energies flowing through the meridians of your body.  As the energy moves through you and into 
your etheric layers see the infinity symbol within you strengthening with the light of Thoth.

Now open your mind to receive Thoth’s blessing of wisdom. Allow Thoth’s light to awaken you with a new 
vibration, one that is full of unstoppable potential.

You thank Thoth for his light of wisdom.  The light gradually fades away, the indigo light changes back to 
the dark blue sky and you become fully aware of your body and your energy and you are ready to move 
forward with your life.

Activity 
We will be working with the power of the sigil to recreate our selves and chanting the following 3 times.
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Sigil - I am my own creator. I create, 
the universe provides.

“I AM the Power of TRANSMUTATION”

“I AM the Power of PURIFICATION”

“I AM the Power of PRECIPITATION”

“I AM the Power of MANIFESTATION”

“I AM the Power of LEVITATION”

“I AM the Power of TELEPORTATION

“I AM the Power of TELEPATHY

“I AM the Power of RESURRECTION”

“I AM the Power of ASCENSION”

“I AM THE POWER OF INFINITY”
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Closing
Thoth Closing

Tahuti who was at the origin and created those who are on high and those who are below
We  thank you for  assisting us in our activation
May we flow with the positive streams of your guidance and wisdom
Hail & Farewell

South
Spirit of the midnight sun
Thank you for your powers
Of deep inner wisdom, secrets and connection to nature
Hail and farewell

West
Spirit of the setting sun
Thank you for your powers
Of gentle abundance that consoles, heals and harmonises
Hail and farewell

North
Spirit of the midday sun
Thank you for your powers
Your pure life force to spur ourselves on for illumination
Hail and farewell

East
Spirit of the rising sun
Thank you for your powers
For new beginnings, for a fresh approach, for optimism and inspiration
Hail and farewell.

By the power of the Dragons this ritual has ended and the circle is now open.
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